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Background

The National Curriculum (NC) states in 

its introduction that, ‘Teachers should develop 

pupils’ spoken language, reading, writing and 

vocabulary as integral aspects of the teaching 

of every subject.’  It recognises that fluency in 

the English language is an essential foundation 

for success in all subjects, and the programme 

of study sets out twelve statutory requirements 

to be taught during key stages one and two. 

The statements apply to all year groups, and 

the NC states that ‘the content should be taught 

at a level appropriate to the age of the pupils’. 
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Roll up, roll up, roll up….

The ‘Spoken Language Progression Y1-6’ 
document has arrived!

However, since the introduction of the NC, I have 

had a number of colleagues – teachers and SLs – 

comment on the lack of detail provided in the NC 

for spoken language, and had many a discussion 

about what each statement might look like 

from one year group to the next. The English 

programme of study states that the statutory 

requirements are ‘reflected and contextualised 

within the reading and writing domains’. In each 

of the other programmes of study, Spoken 

Language is referred to, and it is recognised that 

the quality and variety of language that pupils 

hear and speak are key factors in developing their 

vocabulary, ability to present and make clear their 

ideas and thinking.  

Drawing this all together whilst juggling 

the already demanding curriculum can be 

challenging. Therefore, in order to support 

teachers to build on the oral language skills 

taught in preceding years, Herts for Learning have 

developed the Spoken Language Progression 

Y1-6 document to guide schools towards best 

practice and to help them to meet the spoken 

language national requirements as set out in all 

of the programmes of study. The progression 

document provides primary schools with further 

guidance on the detail and progression of skills 

for each year group, and is designed to support 

planning across all NC subject areas. 

Given that pupils are expected to develop their 

competence in spoken language and listening to 

enhance the effectiveness with which they are 

able to communicate across a range of contexts 

and to a range of audiences; understand how 

to take turns and participate constructively in 

conversations and debates; justify ideas with 

reasons; ask questions to check understanding; 

develop vocabulary and build knowledge; 

negotiate; evaluate and build on the ideas of 

others; select the appropriate register for effective 

communication and much much more, we 

decided that the progression document should 

be structured under the following headings:

• Listening and Responding

• Questioning

• Oral Rehearsal/Presenting

• Vocabulary

• Talking with others
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Each of the twelve statutory bullet points have 

been broken down under the headings at an age 

appropriate level. All spoken language statutory 

statements that are contextualised within the 

programmes of study have been included in the 

progression document. Therefore, all statutory 

requirements for Spoken Language can now be 

found in one place! The document has also been 

cross-referenced against other HfL documents 

such as the ‘Working Mathematically Reasoning’ 

document to ensure consistency across subject 

areas. It really is the complete package! 

Use as a planning tool

The progression document mirrors the 

organisation of the NC and is based on the 

curriculum expectations for Year 1, Year 2, 

Year 3/4 and Year 5/6. There are no statutory 

requirements to report on the assessment of 

Spoken Language at the end of key stages, but 

there is a statutory requirement to teach it.  

In the first instance, when introducing the 

progression document, it is recommended that 

the statements are used to inform the planning 

of activities across the curriculum in order to 

allow time for teachers to become familiar 

with the statements. Many classrooms facilitate 

spoken language as part of everyday practice 

e.g. there are talk partners and group discussions, 

but do these activities focus on the statutory 

requirements closely enough? For example, one 

of the requirements is that all pupils from Year 

1-6 are able to ‘consider and evaluate different 

viewpoints, attending to and building on the 

contributions of others’, do the children have 

the skills and vocabulary in order to do this? In 

order for pupils to develop these skills, spoken 

language needs to be planned for, explicitly 

taught and modelled rather than facilitated and 

the progression document provides the detail 

to do this. 

To reiterate, currently, there are no statutory 

requirements to report on the assessment of 

Spoken Language at the end of key stages. 

Of course, schools are free to assess and track 

progress as they wish. However, in order for 

schools to check what pupils have learned 

in this area and whether they are on track to 

meet expectations at the end of their primary 

school journey the progression document could 

provide a framework for schools that has already 

been mapped against the NC for both key stages 

one and two.  

To find this resource, simply log on to the Herts 

for Learning website, select ‘My Resources’ and 

then click on the ‘PA Plus’, followed by ‘Primary 

English Resources’.  

Sabrina Wright 

Teaching and Learning Advisor (English) 

sabrina.wright@hertsforlearning.co.uk  

mailto:sabrina.wright%40hertsforlearning.co.uk?subject=


Herts for Learning, the UK’s largest schools’ company  

offers PA Plus – an essential range of high-quality  
resources that support primary schools with planning, 

assessment and progress-tracking.

01438 845111
resources@hertsforlearning.co.uk

www.hertsforlearning.co.uk
@HertsLearning

Join thousands of teachers, nationally and internationally –  
whose school subscription provides access to essential resources 
written by a highly skilled team of nationally recognised experts,  

tested in schools and developed with teachers.

Planning and Assessment Plus

https://pa-plus.online/
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The art of classroom speaking

Imagine being in a crowded room. 
Everyone is fairly relaxed; in a corner someone is 

demonstrating ballroom dance moves whilst a 

group look on intently. All of a sudden there is a 

request for someone else to perform. A couple 

of enthusiastic bystanders volunteer, waving their 

arms wildly, but you step backward, cowering. 

Every cell in your body chants in silent unison, 

“Please don’t pick me!” Nevertheless, all eyes are 

suddenly upon you and your worst fears are 

confirmed – you are now obliged to execute 

a perfect rendition of the Quickstep in front of 

everyone present…

This Strictly Come Dancing nightmare would 

never happen as every performer has training and 

rehearsal time. No one would dream of putting 

you on the spot like that… except in a classroom. 

As a child, I had a daily terror of being called upon 

to speak out in front of the rest of the class. I 

wasn’t too shy to speak, but I did need a moment 

to gather my thoughts and rehearse what I 

wanted to say. If I wanted to ask my teacher 

something, I would prepare my question in my 

head a couple of times before I put my hand up. 

Even now I like to practise what I am about to say 

before making a telephone call to anyone other 

than friends or family. Am I unusual? I don’t think 

so – lots of adults write notes before making an 

important call or delivering a speech – we all 

want to sound coherent and considered when 

we talk and no one likes to be caught ‘on the hop’, 

so to speak. Similarly, I see plenty of children 

whose pulses start to quicken the moment a lolly 

stick tin is produced. We have all taught children 

whose arm does not launch into propeller action 

every time we ask for an opinion. Some of these 

pupils would not be able to provide you with 

an answer even with a run up; others do have 

something to share, but are not sure how to 

frame their answer. 

‘Thinking time’ or ‘take up time’ is commonly used 

as a way of giving over-eager pupils a chance 

to craft a concise answer, and to allow others 

the opportunity to ruminate over possibilities 

and build the confidence to reply. This can work 

in different ways. I could for example, pose a 

question and say, “Take a moment to think about 

this, especially why you think that.” Another 

possibility is to ask children to come up with two 

or three potential responses, before choosing the 

one they think they will use. That way, if another 

child gives ‘their answer’, they will have a back-up. 

Alternatively, thinking time can be advance 

warning of what you will have to consider: “I’m 
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going to read this description of the character 

and then I will be asking you to tell me one fact 

about his appearance.” This way, children not 

only have time to prepare a response, but they 

can focus their mind beforehand and listen out 

for key words and phrases that might help to 

frame an answer.

In addition to thinking time, many schools make 

regular use of ‘Talk Partners’ to help elicit ideas 

from children and promote a greater depth of 

thought. Typically, children are asked a question 

and then given a short time to discuss the 

answer with a partner before reporting back. It is 

especially powerful when children are in mixed 

ability pairs as children with more confidence can 

bounce ideas off a less confident partner who 

is then often triggered into developing his/her 

own burgeoning notions. Like thinking time, this 

strategy restricts the impulsive ‘off the top of my 

head’ answers and encourages children to ‘keep 

digging’. In this way, higher quality responses 

should ensue. However, it is worth analysing your 

use of ‘Talk Partners’ – if children are given too 

long to discuss, the same problem will occur: 

over exuberant responses that lack cohesion 

versus children who have processed so many 

ideas since the original question that they are 

unsure of which answer to give. I liked to use 

different approaches to talk partners depending 

on the situation. Here are a few ideas, all of 
Continued >

which require the children to summarise their 

discussion:

•  Use a whiteboard to jot down three bullet 

points as a prompt

•  Decide on one final idea to report back 

between you

•  Be prepared to feed back what your partner 

said (ensures good listening)

•  Give me three key words from your 

discussion

•  Limit your response to a sentence of no 

more than ten words

•  Come up with three possibilities and put 

them in order of importance on your 

whiteboard

 These strategies are also a proven support to 

children who struggle to process information 

as well as EAL children. Think back to your days 

learning a modern foreign language at school.  

Reading and writing in another language is one 

thing, but speaking out in class – that takes 

some preparation! Next time you are at a table 

at a French bistro, anxiously repeating your 

set phrase: “L’addition, s’il vous plaît, garçon” 

(before losing courage and performing the 

universal mime for a bill) spare a thought for our 

children who are expected to perform a daily 

act of rapid translation in the classroom. Some 

children benefit hugely from time to prepare 

well in advance of having to give a response. If 

your classroom situation allows, a five minute 

pre-teaching slot before the main lesson can 

work wonders. Think back to my imaginary 

scenario of reading a character description, for 

example. Do you have a TA who could read the 

text during registration to a child or children who 

would otherwise struggle to read or process 

the language? They could unpick some of the 

vocabulary and together prepare one or two 

answers that could be recorded and revised 

in readiness for the actual session. When the 

pupil sees the text or hears the information for 

a second time, they are much more familiar 

with the language and may well now have the 

confidence to join in with the discussion.
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You may have noticed that some of the children 

whose hands do shoot up immediately whenever 

you ask a question, do not necessarily have 

the coherent answer that the more reticent 

children are dreaming of. They want to please, 

perhaps, or just love to share, but their responses 

can sometimes seem a little inarticulate. This 

is where modelling a response comes into 

effect. Speaking frames can range from one 

word prompts to scaffolds of whole texts. The 

complete speaking frame is useful for helping 

children to see the overall structure of an oral 

presentation. You can provide sentence openers 

and cohesive devices as well as set phrases 

on which the children can hang their content. 

Thus an example could be a book report where 

children are given a partially complete version of 

the report that might look like this: 

Recently, I have been reading _______ 

by______. The first thing to say about 

this book is that_______. The best 

part was when _______. I enjoyed/did 

not enjoy it because _______. Finally, 

I should mention that _______.

Like a written scaffold, this device allows children 

to hear language patterns and to imitate them. 

Gradually, as children’s confidence grows, they 

adapt the frame and finally move away from it. 

To save creating or researching examples, look 

out for Sue Palmer’s fabulous series of Speaking 

Frames books (Fulton Publishers 2005).  

On a day to day basis, the sentence prompt or 

frame is just what children need to help construct 

a grammatically correct and concise answer. 

Teachers model the style of the response they 

would like:

Tell me which foods you don’t like and why.  

Say your sentence like this:  

I don’t like chilli because it is too spicy. 

Now you: 

Begin your sentence like this:  

In my opinion, _______/I know the 

answer is 12 because_______.

If children cannot employ a particular 

grammatical construct orally, there is very little 

chance of them being able to use it in their 

writing. You will notice that in the HFL Spoken 

Language Progression document (see the article 

by Sabrina Wright), the grammar features that 

children are expected to use in their written 

work are mirrored in the criteria and there is a 

reference to each feature in the preceding year. 

For example, in Year 2 we have:

•  extends ideas using some conjunctions and 

adverbs to express time, place and cause e.g. 

when, before, after, so, because, then, next, 

before, after 

By Year 3, the children need to be using a wide 

range of conjunctions and adverbs to extend 

and link ideas in their writing, so this bullet points 

anticipates this expectation. As well as providing 

explicit instruction in the use of these sentence 

structures, I have noticed more and more 

teachers employing the grammatical features 

of the National Curriculum in their day to day 

speech, thus providing incidental exposure to 

target language: “We really ought to tidy up now, 

even though I can see how much fun you are 

having.”  

In the same way, seeding new vocabulary into 

your classroom allows the children to hear 

unfamiliar words in context and gives them a 

model for using them:

“I was overjoyed to see my family at the weekend.  

Have you ever felt overjoyed – really, really 

happy?”

“We will do PE outside today as I don’t anticipate 

any rain. Anticipate means expect.”

This is the same strategy that teachers use so 

naturally when reading to children – unknown 

vocabulary is often explained ‘on the go’, without 

breaking the flow of the story. Which such an 

urgency to accelerate vocabulary acquisition, it 

is imperative that teachers make a conscious 

effort to drop ambitious words into their own 

vernacular and give children an oral model for 

their usage.

Continued >
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Building on what x said… I agree and in addition… Could I also add that…?

In my opinion, … I believe that… I wonder if…

Yes, but on the other hand, … I disagree because… Something else to consider is…

So, do you think that…? Are you saying that….? The way I understand it is…

Could you explain… I’m not sure I understand… Does this mean that…?

Michelle Nicholson 

Teaching and Learning Adviser (English) 

michelle.nicholson@hertsforlearning.co.uk  

So, all in all, most of our children need support 

in some way or another to give direction and 

structure to their spoken contributions in the 

classroom. Some are stuck for words, others are 

stuck for the right words and everyone could 

benefit from new words. Being conscious of 

that, and allowing time for language rehearsal, 

can help our children master the true art of 

classroom speaking.

A resource to try:

Discussion prompts are especially useful in 

guided reading as a way of opening up the 

dialogue. The following is part of an extended 

resource that we use on reading training. Enlarge 

and copy the prompts onto the relevant coloured 

cards and lay them out on the table. As children 

take turns to speak, they are encouraged to pick 

up a card in order to contribute an idea, build 

on the previous point or even refute it. Children 

enjoy contributing comments when using 

these, and it makes each point sound more 

sophisticated.

mailto:michelle.nicholson%40hertsforlearning.co.uk%20%20?subject=
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Becoming a Witch

But which witch?

If you were brave enough to enter the 

world of witches, to become one of them; to 

really get inside that green-tinged skin, what 

might your world look like? Who would be your 

muse? Meg and Mog, Hecate from Macbeth 

or The Wicked Witch of the West from Wizard 

of Oz? There are many texts to choose from 

in a primary classroom and to name but a few: 

Witch’s Broom, Worst Witch, The Lion, The Witch 

and The Wardrobe, The Witches, Room on The 

Broom, Winnie the Witch, Snow White, Hansel 

and Gretel…

Evil has played a starring role in storytelling 

throughout time, and allows us to live vicariously 

in a world we probably wouldn’t ordinarily 

choose to enter.  

Drama in the primary classroom allows children 

to explore other worlds, both fictitious and real.  

We often tell children that they need to ‘read 

between the lines’. Unpicking exactly what that 

means can be quite an exacting task. Drama 

provides the opportunity to live within the lines - 

an opportunity to see things from another point 

of view. Unfortunately, drama has been edged 

out of an over-burdened timetable in some 

schools. Below is a case for squeezing it back 

in, developing a raft of crucial skills, which will 

support children throughout their education and 

into their personal and work lives. It also happens 

to teach a vast number of National Curriculum 

requirements.

Let’s begin with Spoken Language:

All pupils should be enabled to participate in 

and gain knowledge, skills and understanding 

associated with the artistic practice of 

drama. Pupils should be able to adopt, create 

and sustain a range of roles, responding 

appropriately to others in role. They should 

have opportunities to improvise, devise and 

script drama for one another and a range of 

audiences, as well as to rehearse, refine, share 

and respond thoughtfully to drama and theatre 

performances. (National Curriculum 2014: 

Spoken Language)

Enhancing our lessons with drama brings much 

more than pure enjoyment to the classroom. So, 

why would we want to bring our witches alive? 

Why not leave them safely tucked away in the 

book? Let’s explore the benefits.
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Below are the requirements for teaching 

Spoken Language skills in the classroom. This 

programme of study is very often facilitated (e.g. 

talk partners, group discussion, presenting) but 

how often are the explicit skills actually taught?

For some children, the starting point might be 

‘speak audibly and fluently with an increasing 

command of Standard English’. They will need 

specific feedback, informing them what they are 

able to do and, which aspects need improvement.  

For others, this may not be a problem but they 

need to be prepared for the future by learning 

to ‘consider and evaluate different viewpoints, 

attending to and building on the contributions 

of others’. Of course, as with all aspects of the 

Continued >

English curriculum, it will need modelling by the 

teacher. Children will need to see an example of 

excellence, thus providing both challenge and 

support. Scaffolding is required to bridge the 

gap between the starting point and your model 

of excellence. For example, you might provide 

supporting cue cards with suggested sentence 

starters e.g. ‘I agree with X because…’
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To begin with, you might want to explore ‘witches’ 

in a wider sense:

Activity 1: Tell me about witches – ‘Tell me’ is 

my favourite Aiden Chambers approach because 

when I ask closed questions such as what do 

they like/dislike etc., I get what I asked for – 

hopefully. When I ask this very open prompt I can 

sometimes hear things from children I wouldn’t 

have dreamt of asking. This topic should be a 

rich seam for contributions and you might want 

to mind map the conversation so that they 

can track the discussion and consider different 

avenues of thought. Looking at the Spoken 

Language statements, it’s often a case of which 

ones wouldn’t I be teaching? However, you will 

need to focus the learning to be able to provide 

specific modelling and feedback.

Now we have witches securely outlined in our 

minds – and on paper – we move into their 

world. I know many of you will have carried out 

your own dramatizations of Macbeth and will 

have read Roald Dahl’s Witches to classes with 

magnificent evil voices. Now we are going to 

encourage the children to ‘be’ witches.

Activity 2: Thought tracking – Share the picture of the witch sitting inside her rotten tree in The Lost 

Happy Endings by Carol Ann Duffy and illustrated by Jane Ray.

Reproduced 

with the kind 

permission 

of Jane Ray

Continued >
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If possible, without reading the story first, 

children work in pairs – one as the witch and the 

other as her thoughts. The ‘witch’ child sits like 

the witch in the picture and the partner places 

their hand just above the witches’ head. They 

then say aloud what they think the witch might 

be thinking at this very moment. Before they do 

this, they discuss it with their witch partner. They 

would be told that the first thought they have 

may be a very good one but it is probably a very 

obvious one. They then have to dig deeper. What 

other thoughts might she have? Can they come 

up with some original, yet authentic thoughts? 

The teacher would then select some of these 

to be shared with the whole class. Children 

could record these thoughts onto an illustration 

of a witch into thought bubbles or perhaps 

use an app on an iPad like ‘Explain Everything’. 

They would then need to explain/reason their 

contributions.

They could further explore the possibilities of 

this beautiful illustration. However, take the 

opportunity to model justifying opinions and 

perhaps provide a range of adverbials and 

conjunctions to support the discussion e.g. 

because, although, however, as a result, even 

though, if, when etc. You will therefore not only 

be developing the vocabulary they use but the 

depth with which they develop their initial ideas. 

We are all too well aware that children (and adults 

for that matter) will often give answers which 

are not necessarily developed. The following 

questions have examples of short and then 

developed answers:

What else might be in her lair that we can’t see 

in this picture? “Dead animals.” or “Dead animals 

because she goes hunting every day, especially 

for deer and when she brings them home she 

stores them in  box at the back of the hollow.”

Where are the bones from and why does she 

string them up? “From dead birds and she likes 

to look at them.” Or “The bones are from her 

favourite bird which is the Robin. She likes to eat 

Robins because humans think they are cute and 

would cry if they knew she was eating them. She 

hangs the bones on a string to show anyone that 

comes near her tree hollow that she likes to eat 

meat.”

Where does she get her pipes from? “A witches’ 

pipe shop” or “She makes them herself from the 

bones of seven year old children. As a result, the 

local villagers have to take extra special care of 

their children at all times of the day and night.”

Does she have any friends? Who/Why not?

Clearly, the children will need time to prepare 

these answers. They could work in threes to write 

the answers. They could then ‘snowball’ these 

ideas with another three and those six can then 

snowball their ideas with another six. This ensures 

the excitement and pace of the lesson continues 

without the children having to stop and listen to 

individual answers to share the ideas throughout 

the class. They might also consider some 

questions of their own for another pair to answer.

Continued >

?
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Activity 3: Five children in a group.  

One: the witch (choose one from a well-known 

story); two: her good thoughts, and two: her 

evil thoughts. Write a scene where they battle it 

out and the central witch asks question for the 

opposing sides to battle.

For example: the witch in Hansel and Gretel.

To begin with, the children might develop their 

vocabulary to discuss feelings using a thesaurus. 

(NC statement in Spoken Language – use 

relevant strategies to build their vocabulary).  

They may be finding other words for 

angry – annoyed, irritated, mad, livid, upset.   

frustrated – exasperated, irritated

excited – eager, enthusiastic, thrilled 

Once they have developed the vocabulary to 

use, they then prepare and write the questions/

responses. 

•  articulate and justify answers, arguments and 

opinions 

•  give well-structured descriptions, 

explanations and narratives for different 

purposes, including for expressing feelings 

For example: Should I eat children?

Activity 4: Witch reads from her diary choosing a 

day where she has committed some particularly 

dastardly deeds. Then put her on trial. Write 

questions and statements from the defence and 

prosecution. Act out the trial.

Activity 5: One child role-plays preparing and 

casting a spell. Another child writes and reads the 

narration for this.

Activity 6: Interview the witch about her feelings 

and actions (from a chosen text), finishing with 

her view on the future. You might want to 

consider her thoughts about the following topis: 

‘nice little girls’; pet hates; pets; friends; favourite 

pastimes and most memorable moments.

All the while, you carry out the above activities, 

it is crucial to scaffold the pupils’ contributions 

with appropriate vocabulary (probably about 

80% words they do know but never use and 

20% words they probably don’t know but would 

find very useful). It is also crucial to provide 

sentence starters and other talking frames. This 

will not only support children to develop their 

oral skills but will also support them to transfer 

these skills to their writing. If we allow children 

to speak without due preparation, we are not 

teaching them to develop their spoken language 

skills, instead, we are just allowing them the 

opportunity to use what they already know. 

I can recall a day in my classroom where we were 

writing our own versions of Hansel and Gretal 

and we were ‘thought tracking’ what Hansel was 

thinking whilst trapped in the cage and being 

fattened up for the kill by Gretel. After darkening 

the room and ‘becoming Hansel’, one of my boys, 

who was not renowned for his writing abilities, 

said, ‘I’m sitting in a tunnel of darkness’. Obviously, 

everyone in the class used that line later on in 

their writing!

Jane Andrews 

Teaching and Learning Advisor (English) 

jane.andrews@hertsforlearning.co.uk        

mailto:jane.andrews%40hertsforlearning.co.uk?subject=
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Speak easy and be confident...

a reflection on how the use of distancing techniques can help 
us to ensure that the lives and experiences of disadvantaged 
children are reflected through meaningful discussion within the 
English curriculum.

You may have been asked to consider 

the quote below on quite a few of our courses 

over the last two years.

‘Design of programmes to 
meet the very particular 
needs of its own pupils

Ensuring the relevance 
of texts to pupils’ lives 
outside the classroom’

It was extracted from a series of Ofsted ‘good 

practice’ case studies. I have long been a 

supporter of this view as, for me, this was 

always the starting point when introducing texts 

to children, a fair proportion of whom came 

from disadvantaged backgrounds. Through 

meaningful discussion about characters’ 

relationships and experiences, children can be 

offered a safe platform upon which to share 

their life experiences within their classroom 

environment and amongst their peers. This can 

have a significant impact on their engagement 

and subsequent learning. Discussing real life 

experiences and situations of characters can 

provide children with the opportunity to share 

their own experiences as well as give them an 

opening to articulate their views.

The term ‘disadvantaged’ can take on many forms 

and I am continually striving to seek a definition 

that gives us all more information other than 

the fact that such children receive free school 

meals or are children who are looked after (CLA). 

We know that such children are experiencing 

life differently, but so are a whole host of other 

children within our varying contexts. Schools 

work hard to ensure that additional languages, 

variety of cultures, new arrivals, ethnicities and 

religions are reflected within the school ethos 

and curriculum.  

No doubt, there are many of you who teach 

children who experience or have experienced 

the following at home: poverty, domestic 

violence, divorce/separation, new relationships 

(as a consequence of the latter), eviction, living 

in temporary accommodation, debt, neglect, 

addiction, over-crowding… the list goes on. 
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Let us take a moment to consider how we can 

use texts and the characters within them to 

open up conversations and debate about real 

life situations. Note, that I am not using the 

term ‘barriers’, ‘difficult’, ‘issue’, ‘disadvantaged’ or 

‘problem’. The term ‘real life’ is more helpful,  

I think.

Continued >

With this in mind I would like to share a very 

simple way of considering real life events when 

introducing texts and planning English units of 

work. The following ideas have stemmed from a 

fairly basic approach that I use in my work with 

teachers who are keen to ensure that the life 

experiences of their disadvantaged children are 

reflected within the curriculum: 

Let’s talk about ‘Charlie Bucket’ 
(Roald Dahl): overcrowding, poverty, 
lack of affordable homes and sharing a 
bedroom for starters!

•  Writing ideas stemming from this could 

include:

•  Letter of complaint – local councillor/MP 

visit to discuss and explore local issues

•  Newspaper/journalistic report exploring debt 

– ‘The Family who couldn’t say no!’

•  Narrative writing based on jealousy and 

being tempted

•  Focus on Willy Wonka who has it all but not 

really, as he is unhappy. This could prompt a 

diary entry from his perspective at the end of 

the tour. 

• Thought tracking – in his shoes

• Poetry based on being homeless

•  Pupils to present their ‘take’ on the text to a 

wider audience
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Other texts that allow routes into ‘real life’ 

discussions:

Let’s talk about ‘Cinderella’ 
(Grimm Brothers): stepsisters, 
stepbrothers and stepfamilies.

Let’s talk about ‘The Montagues and 
The Capulets’ (William Shakespeare): 
falling out with neighbours, new 
neighbours, moving home and being 
banished.

Let’s talk about ‘Gangsta Granny’ 
(David Walliams): grandparents who 
look after us and pre-occupied parents.

Let’s talk about ‘Kensuke’s Kingdom’ 
(Michael Morpurgo): losing jobs, 
being made redundant and how life 
can change as a result.

Let’s talk about ‘The Day the Crayons 
Quit’ (Drew Daywalt): losing things 
that we rely on and losing people we 
rely on suddenly

Let’s talk about ‘Beegu’ 
(Alexis Deacon): feeling lost and 
trying to fit in.

Let’s talk about ‘Flat Stanley’ 
(Jeff Brown): accidents at home and 
real life disasters that affect our lives 
temporarily or permanently.

Let’s talk about ‘That Rabbit Belongs 
to Emily Brown’ (Cressida Cowell): 
when really annoying people try to 
take things away from you.

Let’s talk about ‘Don’t Let Go’ 
(Jeanne Willis): living at mum’s, living 
at dad’s, learning new things and 
parents who feel sad sometimes.

And so on…

The fact that the conversation is based upon 

the character/s experience can better support 

vulnerable children, indeed all children, in 

participating in discussion about potentially 

‘tricky’ real life experiences. They can see the 

relevance of the text to their lives beyond the 

classroom and, sometimes, just sometimes, this 

can reduce the need for additional counselling, 

social and emotional interventions and such 

like for individuals. Disadvantaged children feel 

better represented and this results in increased 

confidence and participation. 

Theresa Clements 

Teaching and Learning Advisor (English) 

theresa.clements@hertsforlearning.co.uk     

mailto:theresa.clements%40hertsforlearning.co.uk%20%20?subject=
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Speaking and Listening:  
old school or cutting edge?

In my early career as a teacher, the 

National Strategy Documents were fresh of the 

press and ‘Speaking and Listening’ was high 

on the agenda. I had just started using talking 

partners and the teaching of ‘listening’ as an 

explicit skill had just come onto my radar. Lacking 

experience, every time I sat down to plan my 

literacy (English was called ‘literacy’ back then) 

unit of work, I had the four speaking and listening 

leaflets out in front of me. I printed each one 

onto a different coloured piece of paper. I tried 

out almost all of them, some with more success 

than others. I still continue to use them whenever 

I plan a teaching sequence; it’s just that the 

activities I like are in my memory now and I don’t 

need to have the sheets out anymore. 

I think to start with, I was bringing these activities 

into my literacy lessons because they were a 

great way to immerse children in the text, or to 

support with memorising aspects of the text, and 

they were fun. I then came to realise that there 

was a definite link between finding a way to orally 

rehearse in preparation for writing, and the quality 

of the writing produced. When I allowed children 

the opportunity to practise those sentence 

structures out verbally, or to present their ideas 

orally to a real audience, the quality of the writing 

was immediately enhanced. 

I like the 2014 English curriculum; the grammar 

skills grow year on year and the statutory ‘reading 

aloud from a range of literature’ bit pleases me 

greatly. That said, I don’t think we need to throw 

the baby out with the bathwater, in terms of 

getting rid of ‘old’ (pre-2014) documents that 

might still have a bit of life left in them. I continue 

to use Letters and Sounds to guide me with 

phonics teaching and those four speaking and 

listening leaflets still come out most of the time 

when I’m planning with teachers in schools. They 

can be downloaded here:

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.

uk/20110202093118/http://nationalstrategies.

standards.dcsf.gov.uk/node/88194?uc=force_uj

I would like to explore some of those old 

favourites and demonstrate how useful they still 

are, and how well they can be aligned to the 

2014 Curriculum. I used many of the drama ideas 

to great effect with a reluctant group of Year 6 

writers when working on Macbeth. The use of 

drama really supported them with accessing 

the text and I yielded fabulous results with them 

by the end of the teaching sequence as the 

process had been so experiential. Here are some 

examples: As Macbeth and Banquo were about to 

cross the moor, I set the scene with the pupils, as 

many of them would’ve been unfamiliar with the 

term ‘moor’, or the setting itself, having grown up 

in a city. We talked about the sounds we could 

hear, and looked up and around to describe 

the sights we could see, all the while recording 

ideas and vocabulary on the working wall for 

later use in writing. We then did some paired 

improvisation: 

Continued >
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Paired improvisation: This strategy helps to 

get children quickly into a drama. Pairs are 

given roles or agree them for themselves. 

They begin a dialogue on a signal, making 

the conversation up, in role as the characters, 

as they go along.

Continued >

A few children had a go at speaking in role as 

Banquo and Macbeth, exploring the sights and 

sounds of the moor as they walked, discussing 

their battles and their hopes for the future. The 

children were then able to produce rich and 

detailed accounts of that experience in role as 

either Banquo or Macbeth. Later on, we met 

the witches and read Shakespeare’s wonderful 

dialogue between them as Macbeth and Banquo 

receive their prophesies. We unpicked the 

discourse to make sense of it all, and collected 

vocabulary for the working wall. Before acting 

out the scene, I employed the freeze frame 

technique with them:

Freeze frames: Freeze frames are still 

images or silent tableaux used to illustrate 

a specific incident or event. They are useful 

for enabling close scrutiny of an incident 

or situation. Individual children or groups 

are asked to represent the characters at a 

significant moment. Freeze frames can be 

improvised or planned briefly. Positioning 

and body shape have to be considered 

carefully in order to represent ideas or 

emotions. Freeze frames also help establish 

roles by giving children thinking time. 

Sequential frames can be used to represent 

the key events as a narrative progresses. 

Freeze frames can be brought to life through 

improvisation or used as the basis for 

thought tracking.

Children created a tableau, or ‘photograph’ of the 

witches surrounding their cauldron, with the two 

battle weary soldiers’ horror-struck faces looking 

on and listening. We thought carefully about how 

each character would be positioned and how 

we could use facial expressions. We then did 

some thought tracking, tapping each character to 

bring them to life and discuss their reactions and 

motivations.

Thought tracking: This is a good technique 

for creating and then examining the private 

thoughts of characters at particularly tense 

moments of a narrative. It focuses on the 

characters in a freeze frame, or those from 

an ongoing drama where the action has 

been frozen. It involves the rest of the class 

contributing ideas as if they were speaking 

the thoughts of one of the characters. These 

can support or contrast with the words that 

the characters actually say. The class makes 

a circle around the character and says their 

thoughts one at a time, or individual children 

can stand next to the frozen character and 

speak their thoughts aloud.
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Continued >

Conscience alley: Conscience or 

decision alley is a means of exploring a 

character’s mind at a moment of crisis 

and of investigating the complexity of the 

decision they are facing. The class create 

two lines facing each other. One child in 

role as a particular character walks down 

the ‘alley’ between the lines. Children voice 

the character’s thoughts, both for and 

against a particular decision or action that 

the character is facing, acting as his/her 

conscience. The child in role listens to his 

conscience before making a decision about 

the course of action to take.

We repeated both activities to explore the same 

characters following the prophesy. The children 

then wrote letters as Macbeth, telling his wife of 

the events, including the reflections which they 

had explored as a class through the thought 

tracking. As Lady Macbeth’s strangle-hold over 

her husband strengthens, and we see Macbeth’s 

tyrannical descent: the conscience alley was an 

obvious choice to explore Macbeth’s dilemma 

about whether or not to kill Duncan. 

The learning is, of course, not in the child walking 

through the alley and making a decision, but in 

the rest of the participants who have to prepare 

a coherent argument for or against the dilemma. 

I would elevate the challenge for Year 6 and ask 

that the sentence begins with a subordinating 

conjunction. For example: Although you are 

keen to see your prophesy realised, be wary of 

the burden of guilt. I could have carried out a 

debate here:

Debates: Encourage children to stick 

to a point of view and to use language 

persuasively. Choose a topic where they 

need to look for new information and which 

allows for different points of view. Divide the 

class into groups to develop their arguments 

and reasons. They can either choose one 

person to present their ideas or organise the 

presentation between them. Share ideas for 

how to be persuasive in the presentations.

…which would have been excellent oral rehearsal 

for a persuasive piece in role as either Macbeth or 

Lady Macbeth.  The conscience alley and debate 

are such useful tools for the exploration of the 

dilemma in any narrative, and I have used them 

countless times. 

One of my favourites for Year 4 is Angela 

McAllister’s text, Leon and the Place Between. It is 

a beautifully illustrated (by Grahame Baker-Smith) 

tale of a boy’s encounter with a fantastical world 

which exists beyond our own, ‘the place where 

magic sends you’. As Leon settles in the show 

tent to watch the magic, I collected vocabulary 

with my class, and asked them to write a recount 

of the tricks and shows they had seen so far, in 

role as Leon. To support them with this task, we 

carried out a phone call:

Telephone conversations: To emphasise the 

need to use language rather than gesture 

or facial expression, children sit back to 

back with ‘telephones’ for conversation. The 

content of the conversation can vary, for 

example it might be passing on information, 

discussing a problem or describing an event. 

The children must listen carefully to what 

is said since they cannot see the person 

speaking.
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Children have to use descriptive language in 

their ‘phone call’ as they are relying on their voice 

alone to convey the information. Another great 

tool for getting children to rehearse a key event 

in a narrative is babble gabble:

Babble gabble: The teacher tells the  

children they are going to listen to a story 

and afterwards work in pairs and retell it. 

After the initial telling, one child begins to 

retell the story to a partner as fast as he/

she can, but with as much attention to 

detail as possible. After a minute the teacher 

calls, ‘Change!’ and the listener now has to 

continue with the tale. This pattern continues 

for a number of turns. It is important to let 

the children know they do not have to retell 

the story in the same words as the teacher. 

However, they do have to listen carefully 

in order to remember the plot and the 

sequence of events.

I labelled the children A and B in their pairs – one 

takes over where the other has left off. I used 

this to enable the children to retell the events of 

the whole story, as I wanted them to innovate 

their own version of the events from another 

character’s point of view. 

When writing non-chronological reports, there 

is always a balance to be sought as the teacher 

regarding the amount of information the children 

need to assimilate in order to write with an expert 

voice, and the time you have to spend on this. 

You are probably, quite rightly, devoting more 

time to covering appropriate use of noun phrases 

and subordinating conjunctions within your 

context, than you are on learning all those facts 

about sea creatures, for instance. The ‘Group 

Discussion’ leaflet is useful for providing you with 

fact-finding activities so that the children work 

collaboratively in groups, learning some key 

information each and disseminating to the rest 

of the group. I like the technique of ‘Rainbowing’ 

particularly:

Rainbowing: Each member of a working 

group is given a colour. When the group task 

is complete the children form new groups 

according to their colours. Within the colour 

groups, children compare findings/discuss 

what they have achieved. This is a useful way 

of disseminating and sharing ideas. It helps 

children to clarify their own understanding 

and provides an opportunity for them to 

question others and to seek justification for 

any viewpoints. It is a useful technique for 

reading and critical evaluation of fiction or 

poetry. It can also be used for drafting and 

redrafting, when children work on a story 

starter in one group and then, in their colour 

group, pool ideas and draw out the best 

features. The process can then be repeated 

for the next phase of a story.

I have used this many times, both in unpicking a 

challenging text, like a poem for instance, or for 

gathering information for a report. 

There are plenty of other activities to be explored 

within the 4 leaflets, I have just shared a few that I 

use frequently. Their application for oral rehearsal 

in readiness for writing is tried and tested by 

me, but a quick scan over the Spoken Language 

Criteria at the front of the English Curriculum for 

KS1 & 2 2014 tells me that I’d be covering most 

of it pretty well through the use of some of the 

activities outlined above. So, which cliché fits 

this resource best: old school or cutting edge? 

Probably a bit of both. A friend and colleague 

of mine often says something along the lines 

of ‘when you’ve been in teaching for as many 

years as me, some things just come around again 

and again,’ hopefully that means hot-seating is 

here to stay, but we might say goodbye to the 

exclamatory sentence sometime!

Kathy Roe 

Teaching and Learning Advisor (English) 

kathy.roe@hertsforlearning.co.uk               

mailto:kathy.roe%40hertsforlearning.co.uk?subject=
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Undead Poets’ Society: giving 
words life through poetry recital

Life Doesn’t Frighten Me 
(extract)

Maya Angelou

Shadows on the wall

Noises down the hall

Life doesn’t frighten me at all

 

Bad dogs barking loud

Big ghosts in a cloud

Life doesn’t frighten me at all

 

Mean old Mother Goose

Lions on the loose

They don’t frighten me at all

 

Dragons breathing flame

On my counterpane

That doesn’t frighten me at all.

How would you read this verse aloud? Would it 

be a defiant read – a bold challenge? Would it be 

emphatic – celebratory and victorious? Would 

it be nervy, with a dash of irony? What facial 

expressions would you use? Would you stand to 

deliver it? Yes? How would your posture change? 

Which words would you stress? How would you 

pace your reading? 

That’s a lot of questions there and we haven’t 

explicitly touched upon the content of the verse 

itself. I chose this particular poem as it was a firm 

favourite of a number of my classes – something 

about it spoke to them, and spoke from them, 

in their animated, crafted deliveries. It is worth 

seeing a range of performances of the same 

poem to know just how pliable and rich great 

poetry is in the mouths of speakers of every 

age. This is not about evaluation nor (exactly) 

appreciation, nor dissection, but it is about 

protecting poems from a form of desiccation. 

Poetry needs life breathed into it; not the air 

sucked out of it. The words are fixed but only 

in a physical, on-the-page sense – what we do 

with them when we utter those words? The 

mathematics of this are limitless.

Poetry is the start of something. 

It’s clay. 

We take it and we can apply all sorts of 

miraculous ticks and tricks to bring it to  

spoken life.

Continued >
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Poetry is a matter of life, 
not just a matter of language 

– Lucille Clifton

In writing this article, I’ve been a bit taken aback 

by some of negative feelings around poetry that 

I’ve encountered along the way. I was already 

well aware that poetry is not for everyone.  

Well, that’s not true. I’m well aware – certain 

even – that poetry is for everyone, but I am also 

clear that not everybody knows this or feels it. 

Yet? I could fill a book on why poetry is a vital 

ingredient in our early and later language diet; 

fortunately I don’t need to as plenty of better 

qualified figures have already done that for me.  

I’ll share some sources at the end of the article.  

What I do want to do is to sell the benefits of 

poetry recital or performances as a protected 

element in the hard work that you do to develop 

spoken language across your school. So strong 

are these benefits, I am not even going to use 

references to that old chestnut, the National 

Curriculum, to make my point (though I could – 

poetry is writ large).

A word is dead

When it is said,

Some say.

I say it just

Begins to live

That day.

 – Emily Dickinson

Like any good poem, let’s get to the heart of 

the matter: poetry recital is more vital (in every 

sense of the word) than some of us might 

assume. Dickinson helps us get there quicker: 

the performance of a poem is a new arrival on 

the world’s stage and necessarily unique. It will 

literally never be the same again. It may be similar, 

it may transform wildly. It’s in this exploration of 

delivery that the power of poetry can be most 

keenly felt. We saw this when 19 year-old Nina 

Donovan’s performance of her own poem ‘Nasty 

Woman’ went viral: if you choose to check it out, 

please note that it is not suitable for primary 

children. It’s strictly for adults and may upset; 

it nonetheless shows how charged a poetry 

performance can be. It’s a synthesis of word, 

expression, and physicality and it enhances both 

the poem and the performer. It helps us to truly 

feel the power of the written word, brought to life 

and shared. The phrase ‘poetry recital’ may call to 

mind a carefully polished reading with cut-glass 

enunciation but that’s not really what I have in 

mind here.  

Don’t get me wrong, I like nothing more than a 

classic poem, delivered well. One of my most 

cherished memories from teaching is the time 

when three of my then year 4 class recited 

the poem In Flander’s Field in an assembly for 

Remembrance Day. All three had spent time 

with me one-to-one, in pairs and as a group 

to try out and refine their delivery. It’s quite 

phenomenal and electrifying what such young 

children can do with some time, some careful 

encouragement and feedback, and a willingness 

to adapt. Their restrained delivery in front of a 

projected image of poppies cast an instant spell 

Continued >
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on the audience. I must have breathed but I 

remember it was so tightly that it barely felt as 

if I did. Similarly, a couple of years later, I sat 

spellbound and relieved as four of my year 6s – 

two girls; two boys – scaled the heights of our 

highest PE table and roused the world around 

them with their commanding performance of 

the St Crispin’s Day speech from Henry V. Their 

work on stress in iambic pentameter paid rich, 

transformative dividends. They were kings of 

that world right then. I know that as well as the 

satisfaction of a well-received performance, each 

of these children gained in confidence and knew 

something more of their own potential to make a 

mark on the world around them.

Poetry recital of the best kind is what Nikki 

Gamble calls “learning by heart in the truest 

sense” [Exploring Children’s Literature, 2013], 

something that goes beyond ‘parroting’ a classic, 

and it rests on finding a poem – or a gathering 

of words – that you connect with. Several things 

need to happen to support this. Children need to 

hear poems read by others. Sometimes though, 

it is best to hold back on this. Share a poem. Ask 

the children to explore how they might deliver it. 

Pair up and share what they have come up with. 

Move into groups if time allows. Then, when 

the time is right, share a recording of the poet 

giving a reading. This is where the space between 

poem and speaker can open up before us and 

show the range of possibilities that our voices 

afford us. We’ll compare our own performance 

with the poets of course but we’ll also wonder 

at what new lessons we learn from the poet’s 

delivery. Some will surprise or confound us and 

that, once again, underscores the power of the 

spoken word. Through listening, children learn 

about phrasing, rhythm, rhyme, stress, expression 

and emphasis. That list there might, if you have 

been following our recent output and others’ 

in the field, help you to see that we are also 

helping to improve the reading fluency of our 

class. I am keeping my promise not to refer to the 

curriculum, and I don’t need to in order to flag 

up the critically important role that fluency plays 

across every area of learning. Fluency supports 

comprehension; comprehension fuels learning. 

Genuine poetry can 
communicate before it is 
understood. 

– T.S. Eliot

Fluency gains are one thing but do we have to 

understand everything that we read? That would 

limit the world of poetry that we enter. I wish I 

had space to talk about my summer term micro-

unit on Coleridge. Perhaps I will blog on this 

nearer the summer term.

The feeling of words rolling around and off 

your tongue is, in itself, quite satisfying. It’s not 

necessary for us to understand every word and 

line to enjoy a poems tones and dynamics. I’ve 

often spoken of Bob Cox’s ‘Opening Doors’ 

books and it’s worth mentioning his volume 

for 6 to 9 year olds. One excellent unit focuses 

on ‘Slowly’ by James Reeves. The word ‘slowly’ 

opens all but the last line and this informs the 

way in which the poem is read and yet you’ll 

no doubt find that some, maybe many, of your 

class take a while to pick up on this repeated cue.  

Getting them to play with the word in isolation 

– slower, slower, draw it out, fall asleep saying it – 

will deepen their understanding as well as adding 

interest to a reading. 

Continued >
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Reading poetry allows us to move down the 

reading gears – apply some slow, deliberate 

first gear reading as we explore unfamiliar 

terrain, linger a while longer on each word or 

phrase – weigh it up and decide just what kind 

of emphasis it deserves when we read it aloud. 

Children cope admirably with strings of words 

that push beyond their levels of automatic 

reading. At the same time, the distilled nature of 

poetry means that every now and then, individual 

reading stamina is less of a concern in allowing 

children at various levels of attainment or with 

wildly differing backgrounds to gain from a high 

quality text.

Poetry performance can provide other benefits: 

• The chance to learn new, rarer vocabulary;

•  The chance to enhance rhythmic and 

prosodic awareness;

•  The chance to developing links between 

memory and audio/visual events which in 

turn may help to develop memorisation 

skills;

•  The chance to enhance our physical 

awareness of breathing/mouth shape/

gesture;

•  The chance to develop background 

knowledge;

•  To get vaguely curricular, the chance to 

experience ‘the best of what has been 

thought and said’ – let’s just keep in mind 

that for that to be properly true, we need 

to cast the net somewhat wider across 

around the world than has sometimes been 

suggested.

There is so much to do in the primary class but 

developing speaking, listening and reading are 

global teaching concerns. Having poetry as a 

thread – even as one that runs in the background 

– can pay dividends that you might never have 

fully, imagined. Not even in your wildest, most 

poetic dreams.

Further information

Online resources such as Poetry Archive 

offer the chance to play recordings of poets 

performing their own work.

Invest in great collections of poetry. The 

CLPE Poetry award has generated some 

fantastic shortlists that you might draw upon 

in stocking your libraries. https://www.clpe.

org.uk/poetry/clippa-centre-literacy-primary-

poetry-award For upper Key Stage 2, I will 

keep recommending the Poetry for Young 

People series – collections of major poets’ 

works together with beautiful artwork and 

glossaries.

Allow children to hear, respond to, and 

fashion poetry that reflects the world around 

them and that speaks of the lives that they 

lead. Poetry Slams are an ideal vehicle. 

Detailed guidance on running a Poetry Slam 

can be found here: http://www.literacytrust.

org.uk/assets/0001/6013/Write_On_poetry_

slam_toolkit_v2.pdf 

Poetry should say something to our pupils 

about their lives. 

Poetry is culturally inclusive. Playfulness with 

language, exposure to new vocabulary, and 

the fostering of self-expression are just some 

of the benefits to be found in poetry. Do 

explore prior experience of poetry and look 

for common influences – it’s truly global in 

terms of forms and devices. Resources to 

support poetry teaching for children with 

EAL can be found on the EAL Nexus website. 

Some very helpful advice can also be found 

here: http://www.colorincolorado.org/article/

introducing-and-reading-poetry-english-

language-learners 

Continued >
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Children lacking in confidence or who are 

more introverted by nature may need additional 

support. Poetry could well end up being a vehicle 

through which they find their voice, but this is 

less likely to happen if we push too hard. The 

suggested sequence of individual, then paired, 

then group exploration might be substituted 

with the use of tech to allow our more reticent 

students to film/record themselves and use this 

to help them self-critique and adapt accordingly.

Making Poetry Happen is an invaluable guide 

covering primary and secondary practice 

[Dymoke, Sue et al. Making Poetry Happen. 1st ed. 

Print. Bloomsbury 2104]

Martin Galway 

Teaching and Learning Adviser (English) 

martin.galway@hertsforlearning.co.uk       

mailto:martin.galway%40hertsforlearning.co.uk?subject=
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Language as 
thought in action

Chimps? I hear you ask...

...as you suddenly recall that Initial Teacher 

Training college unit on Chomsky’s thoughts 

about humans’ innate desire to communicate. 

That intrinsic motivation is something we tend to 

attribute to writing much later than reading. But 

why? It has, however, been suggested that very 

young children are more motivated by a shared 

writing episode than a shared reading one, due 

to an emerging sense of self and place in the 

world. It’s also a perfect way to help the children 

see and feel the links between oral language, 

writing and reading. Can episodic writing really 

have pay-offs though? And what of ‘reading as 

a writer’? Here are 10 things to try out, to keep 

shared reading and writing fun and impactful. 

For ‘Diminishing the Difference’, identify precise 

needs, match with intensive enough provision 

and own the impact.

1.   Scribe. Do it often. Display and re-read with 

pointer: “How many words in this caption/

label/sentence?”

2.   Use referencing in reading, using book 

handling and text-concept meta-language: 

“Where do I start?”, “Which way do I go?” A 

quality Big Book is still a fantastic modelling-

facilitator! Also see: Herts for Learning’s 

PA+ ‘Reception-KS1 Guided Reading 

Booklet’ (containing stepped termly targets 

for YR term 1 to Y3 term 1, decoding, 

comprehension and self-regulation – always 

fully consider Reception-appropriate Guided 

Reading activities, even starting with 2 pink-

book-band-ready children hand-over-hand 

for “point and blend” practice.)

3.   Prepare children for needing footholds in 

print; “Did I/you point to every word?”

4.   Scaffold spelling: use a whiteboard or ‘Have-

a-Go’ paper; and ask “which way looks right?”

5.   Safety nets: provide charts, lists & grids of 

letters, words and sentence starters and show 

the children how to use them: “I’m going to 

show you what this is for.”

Continued >
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6.   Phoneme manipulation experience: do 

you see the children using robot arms to 

articulate phonemes clearly and successfully 

blend and segment? Ensure you model how 

to gradually speed up the blending and the 

robot arms, so that they see and feel the 

process of developing fluent blending. As 

if driving your car onto a motorway and 

accelerating through the gears, take them 

through the motions from a slow start to the 

fully blended word. Once modelled, you can 

then remind them “Go through the gears.”

7.   Don’t do for a child what they can do for 

themselves: instead, ask “What did you 

notice?”, “Great! You spotted what was not 

right.”, “You try.”.

8.   Scribe children’s spoken captions and take 

it through into a cut-up sentence, to re-

sequence. Always have a stock of 30cm 

x 2cm strips of thin white card, bright felt 

tips and safety scissors. Envelopes too for 

home-sharing. Help the children to use their 

expectancy of the oral language structure 

they’ve just rehearsed and helped compose, 

to bring together 1:1 correspondence on 

familiar text and behave like a reader. “Can 

you point and touch?” “Can you read it 

in swoops?” “Can you sweep smoothly 

underneath the words with your finger like 

this?” 

  Also see:  

Fluency Rubric in HfL’s PA+ ‘KS2 GR Toolkit’.

9.   Phoneme frames: it is a thing of pure joy 

to see a child empowered by the use of a 

phoneme frame (a ‘three-er’ is fine, to use 

Lego language), pushing in some bright 

tiddly-winks to help secure that elusive 

descriptor of Letters and Sounds Phase 1: 

“orally blends and segments”. For added joy, 

add the Robot Arms of Gears (see point 6). My 

thought I think, but you lost me on this bit! 

Maybe it’s a Friday thing.

10.   Arrange for success. Arrange for a far higher 

success-to-failure ratio the further behind 

they have fallen. They will, for a time, benefit 

from skilled selection of well-matched 

tasks. Ensure at least 90% of words are easily 

accessible in Guided Reading (developed 

in style, format, group-size etc across the 

YR year), and 95% ‘easier texts’ frequently 

experienced for developing prosody, 

automaticity and comprehension (also 

strengthening capacity for visual memory of 

words and word-parts).

The last point should arguably be the very first 

consideration. We all too often go racing through 

learning and experiences without pausing to 

dwell, ramp up to fluency and apply. Hopefully 

through trying these simple and quick activity 

ideas, your children will see and feel how their 

developing oral vocabulary and sentence 

structure relate to early concepts about print.

Kirsten Snook 

Teaching and Learning Advisor (English) 

kirsten.snook@hertsforlearning.co.uk        
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From story telling into story writing 
– and how pictures can help

Some children love to write stories. 
Others tell you: ‘I can’t think of anything.’ When it 

comes to marking them, I know that along with 

the ones that have been a joy to read, there are 

others that are just, well, dull. And others again, 

that after their standard paragraph of description 

of setting and character, become dialogue heavy 

as the children get lost in events and speech, and 

forget the need for a separate authorial voice.

Using pictures and paintings can help us 

overcome these problems. Not only are they are 

a marvellous stimulus to start the ideas off, but 

by using them as the inspiration for drama and 

oral work, they can also enable the children to 

become storytellers and help them to achieve 

that challenging task of ‘creating atmosphere, 

and integrating dialogue’ (KS2 ITAFs 2017).

The national curriculum gives us clear guidance 

on the expectations for oral work to precede 

written. As examples, 

from Y1: 

‘pupils should be taught to:  

write sentences by:  

 –  saying out loud what they are going to 

write about’

and in Y3/4: 

‘pupils should be taught to : 

draft and write by: 

 –  composing and rehearsing sentences 

orally (including dialogue), progressively 

building a varied and rich vocabulary and 

an increasing range of sentence structures.’

In other words, children are expected to talk 

about their stories and their story ideas in order 

to develop their thoughts.

Let’s take this painting. It featured in a previous 

article about using art postcards as starters to 

develop sentence structures and inference 

skills. It also works beautifully as the subject of 

a sequence focusing on myths and legends 

alongside a written version of the story:

St George and the Dragon by Paulo Ucello

Before they can start making up stories, the 

children need to engage with the painting just 

as they would with a book. So spend some time 

talking about it with them: where do their eyes 

travel first? And next? And then? Does anything 

strike them as odd? Or normal? Can they spot 

anything other people might not have seen? In 

the Learning section of their website, the National 

Gallery website has some wonderful resources 

for using paintings with children, which offer 

support for discussion.

Children need time to talk about a painting 

in this way – time to think, question, ponder, 

explain and justify. This is purposeful speaking 

and listening that will serve them well when they 

come to create their own stories around this 

image. 

Continued >
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The written work for this session might be a few 

quality sentences of the ‘I think … because…’ 

variety that are so valuable for securing key 

learning from oral tasks.

It’s years ago now, but whenever I see this 

painting I’m transported back to the classroom 

where a year 5 child explained to us that 

someone in the scene must be a gardener 

because the plants at the front were ‘in squares’ 

and not growing like plants ‘all loose’. She wasn’t 

sure whether the gardener was the dragon or the 

lady, but thought probably the lady, and that the 

dragon was guarding her garden. In fact, in the 

resulting story the dragon became the gardener 

for the lady who is holding him on a leash, but 

the prior opportunities to speculate about her 

ideas supported her abilities as an emerging 

storyteller.

Once there is a clear grasp of the content of 

the picture – which is going to turn out to be 

somewhere in the middle of our stories, and 

gives the children a focal point that is not a 

‘beginning’, we can ask, ‘so what do you think was 

happening just before the moment the painting 

captures? And what is going to happen next?’ 

More discussion now, leading to the creation of 

annotated story maps, and then we can turn our 

attention back to the painting ready to use it for 

story telling.

I would start first by freeze-framing it. So in this 

case, the children would need to work in threes 

and I would model with a group positioning 

themselves as the characters, mimicking their 

various stances, in front of the painting displayed 

on the IWB. Ask each of them to speak in role 

as the characters (the dialogue) and to describe 

what is around them / what is happening (the 

authorial voice). They’ll probably need some 

modelling but they soon get the idea and you 

can of course use ‘tell us a bit more’ to coax out 

the extra details.

Then let the class have a go, in their threes 

around the room, reminding them to keep the 

positioning of the characters in the painting – 

they are just creating the story of that moment. 

I like to freeze and unfreeze half the class at a 

time, to give them a chance to hear each other’s 

words, before then repeating and improving 

on their spoken work. To finish this lesson, it’s 

important that they capture some of their words 

in writing; a few snap-shots of dialogue and a 

few descriptive sentences. Year 6 will write more 

than year 3, but they should all be able to write 

something quickly and effectively because they 

have just ‘talked it’.

For the next lesson, they will need another oral 

and dramatic practice to help them do two things 

– refine their language, and embed understanding 

of the difference between the dialogue and the 

voice of the author. To do this, use another group 

to model with and introduce them to the simple 

technique of facing one another and maintaining 

their positioning when talking as a character, and 

turning to face the audience and straightening 

up, when speaking as the storyteller. A typical 

exchange might then be:

Child crouching as dragon: ‘Get away from me 

you mean knight. You’ve stabbed me with your 

spear but I’ve got flames.

Child standing to face audience: Behind the 

dragon, the lady stood still, holding the silver 

chain and waiting. Then the dragon snarled 

and took a step closer to St George. He lifted 

up his spear.’

Continued >
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Take the time to develop their spoken language 

by asking them and the rest of the children to 

think about how to refine it so that it will have 

the greatest effect on their audience. Tell them 

the ‘proper’ word for that kind of spear is a ‘lance’ 

and explore other words that might describe the 

knight or the blood on the dragon, trying out the 

different options until they find the one they like 

the best.

Explain to them that when speaking in role, they 

need to show the audience what the character 

is like, and when speaking as the storyteller, they 

have to recreate the scene as fully as possible for 

the audience. Thus to develop the authorial voice 

you might be nudging with, ‘you told us what the 

lady is doing and have begun to say how – what 

are her reasons for doing that?’ And, ‘who is it 

that’s lifting the lance?’

Encourage playing with sentence structure 

– ‘how did he lift that lance? Show me. What 

other words are there for that kind of action? 

Whereabouts in the sentence do you want to say 

that?’ Take suggestions from the class group and 

encourage your performers to repeat their words 

until you end up with a polished version that 

might sound like this:

Child crouching as dragon: ‘Get away from me 

you horrible knight. You may have injured me, but 

I still have my flames.

Child standing to face audience: Behind the 

dragon, the lady stood patiently, holding the silver 

chain and waiting to see what would happen 

next. Then the dragon snarled and took a step 

closer to St George. At once, the white knight 

raised his lance.’

The children now have a model of the creative 

processes as a story teller, as well as a focus for 

that section of the story. Nonetheless, before 

they have a go in their groups, it’s a good idea to 

give some rough guide-lines, perhaps suggesting 

that they need two or three sentences spoken as 

storyteller to every one spoken as dialogue. 

As they work, continue to remind them to ‘tell 

me how’, ‘tell me when’, ‘tell me where’, and do 

insist that they repeat and refine and improve as 

they prepare this moment in the story that they 

are telling in detail. At this point, they need to 

still be ‘taking turns’ to speak, but one character 

may speak for longer than another, interspersing 

several lines of dialogue with more description. 

Once they have practiced to perfection, and can 

tell this section of the story as a group, they are 

ready to write.

They can write as a group, but are usually 

confident enough to record their own versions, 

keeping their friend’s words if they like, or 

changing them as their scene takes shape if they 

want to improve on them. Add in some proof-

reading before marking and the children will 

have examples of a section of a story that has 

integrated dialogue and description where the 

words and sentences have been crafted for effect 

on an audience. 

Alison Dawkins 

Teaching and Learning Adviser 

alison.dawkins@hertsforlearning.co.uk        
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